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B. Statutes and Rules
U.C.A. § 78-2-2(3)(a)
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iv

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Pursuant to U.C.A. § 78-2-2(3)(a), and Rule 45 of Utah Rules of Appellate
Procedure, this Court has jurisdiction over the present appeal.
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
1. In March of 1995, Buyers signed a Purchase Agreement and Deposit Receipt
("Agreement") for a house to be built by Woodside in Lindon, Utah. [R at 720, f 1.]
2. On September 27,1995 the Buyers closed on their house. [R at 720, % 2.]
3. Beginning in 1996 and into 1997, the Buyers noticed cracks in the foundation of
their house, the basementfloor,and the driveway. Doors throughout the house had shifted
and were hard to open and close. The Buyers complained of these problems to Woodside
in 1997 which, after its own inspection, told the Buyers, "Don't worry about cracks, these
are normal." [R at 719, If 3.] Woodside was "100% sure" of this. Id
4. Prior to the Buyers' problems (i.e. within 30 days of October 24, 1995), a
number of Woodside's other homes neighboring the Buyers' house also experienced
similar settling problems. This included houses located very close to the Buyers' house
(i.e. lots 305,306, etc.). [R at 719, f 4.]
5. One of these neighbors was a couple named the Seawrights, who complained to
Woodside of cracks in April of 1995. [R at 719, If 5.]
6. Woodside hired AGRA Earth and Environmental ("AGRA") to inspect the
Seawrights' property. Woodside's Vice-President (at the time), Brad Simons, wrote the
1

Seawrights a letter on October 6,1995 telling them that AGRA discovered collapsible soils
two to three feet thick underlying the Seawrights' house, and in an October 25,1995 letter,
Mr. Simons discusses piering the Seawrights' house to remedy the settling problems. [R at
71946.]
7. In February of 2002, the Buyers put their house up for sale. A prospective buyer
had an inspection done by structural engineer Ken Karren, who informed the buyer of
potential collapsible soil in the Buyers' neighborhood. [R at 718, ^ 7.]
8. Not only did the Buyers lose the sale on their house because the buyer backed
out on account of the settlement issues, but they learned it would cost them over $200,000
to repair their house. [R at 718, Tf 8.]
9. Mr. Karren explained in a report to the Buyers dated April 23,2002, that "the
large differential settlement present in [the Buyers'] house most probably resultedfromthe
presence of collapsible soils." [R at 718, f 9.]
10. Thereafter, the Buyers hired a soils engineering company, IGES, to conduct an
investigation into the soil underlying their lot. IGES' professional engineer Kent Hartley
conducted soils testing in April of 2002 on the soil underlying the southwest comer of
their house and discovered collapsible soil 27feet below the house. [R at 717, ]f 1L]
Facts Regarding the AGRA Soils Report
11. Mr. Simons, Woodside's Vice-President, purchased the land on behalf of
Woodside that later became the Panorama Point subdivision (and which included the
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Buyers' future lot). [R at 717, % 12.]
12. Woodside purchased the land in three parcels. The third (and last) parcel of
land was previously owned by the LDS Church ("LDS Parcel"). [R at 717, % 13.]
13. Woodside had a soils study done on the first two parcels only (and not the LDS
Parcel) by AGRA in 1995. [R at 717, If 14.]
14. The AGRA soil report revealed that there was collapsible soil on the two
parcels, which included the Buyers' Lot. [R at 717, % 15.]
15. Woodside never disclosed the AGRA soil report to the Buyers. [R at 717, f 16.]
16. Bill Gordon was the engineer who did the various AGRA reports on the two
"non-LDS" parcels that Woodside developed into Panorama Point subdivision. [R at 716,
117.] Woodside later hired Mr. Gordon to inspect the Buyers' house in 1997. Based on
his inspection, Mr. Gordon provided Mr. Simons a written report, which recommends
replacing the footings under the Buyers' home or underpinning it with a pier system. He
made clear that there were settling/soil problems. [R at 716,fflf19-20.]
Facts Regarding the LDS Parcel and the Delta Report
17. On April 9,1992, the LDS Church, through its real estate representative Blaine
Livingstone, sold the LDS Parcel to Woodside. The LDS Parcel is adjacent to (i.e.
touches) the Buyers' Lot. [R at 716, f 21.] (See, Exhibit A a map showing the Buyers' lot
(304) touching the LDS Parcel (the "Panorama Pointe 'B'" parcel on the map)).
18. Prior to the LDS Church selling the LDS Parcel to Woodside, the LDS Church
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engaged Delta Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. (Delta) to conduct a soils test on the LDS
Parcel. [R at 715, f 22.] The results of this test were furnished in a report draft by Delta
("Delta Report"). (See, Exhibit B attached hereto.)
19. The LDS Church sold the LDS Parcel to Woodside pursuant to the Earnest
Money Sales Agreement, a document typed by Mr. Simons. [R at 715, ^f 23.] (See, Exhibit
C attached hereto). Just above the signature of "J. Bradley Simons, Vice President
Woodside Homes Corporation" on said agreement, it states: "Seller to provide a copy of
the soils report [i.e. the Delta Report] previously completed on the property prior to
closing." [Rat715,ft23-25.]
20. Mr. Livingstone discussed this disclosure of the Delta Report:
I wanted to disclose the condition of the soils for construction purposes. We found
it unsuitable for our construction purposes and I was aware that Woodside would be
developing and constructing on the site and so we wanted them to be fully aware of
the soils conditions they purchased, so that there would be no liability coming back
subsequent to the sale.
[Rat 715,1f 26.]
21. Not only did Mr. Livingstone disclose the existence of the Delta Report in the
Earnest Money Sales Agreement to Woodside, but several pagesfromthe Delta report
were attached to the Earnest Money Sales Agreement. [R at 714, % 27.] (See, Exhibit C).
22. Mr. Livingstone further testified that Woodside was given a copy of the Delta
Report at the time of the Earnest Money Sales Agreement. [R at 625-26.]
23. Furthermore, when Woodside purchased the LDS Parcel, the LDS Church
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informed it that there were problems with the soil on said parcel. [R at 714, <[ 29.]
24. Woodside knew that the LDS Church did not build on the LDS Parcel because
of soil problems. Woodside (i.e. Mr. Simons) also knew of the Delta report at the time of
the Earnest Money Sales Agreement:
Q:

A:

Q:
A:

Okay. So it says, 'Seller to provide a copy of the soils report previously
, completed on this project.' You had been told that there had been a soils
report on this project?
(Mr. Simons) We knew that they were relocated because they had found
some collapsible soils. So we assumed that So you knew of that report?
Yes.

[Rat 646.]
25. One of the test holes discussed in the Delta report was near the Buyers'
property according to Mr. Karren who inspected the relevant parcels for the Buyers.1 [R at
719^31.]
26. Woodside knew that there was fill material on the Buyers' lot before building
their house. [R at 713,132.]
27. Woodside never disclosed to the Buyers the fact that the LDS Church thought
there was collapsible soil underlying the LDS Parcel or that the LDS Church refused to

1

The parties dispute this fact. According to the Buyers' expert, the test hole in question is 30
feet from the Buyers' lot. Woodside claims it was 120 feet. It is undisputed, however, that this test
hole went down to eight feet, and found collapsible soil at that depth. Had it been drilled any further, it
would have likely continued to find collapsible soil, but because that location was intended to be a
parking lot for the LDS Church's proposed chapel, that test hole only went down eight feet.
5

build on the LDS Parcel because of the dangerous collapsible soil. [R at 713, f 33.]
28. Woodside never disclosed to the Buyers the fact that the LDS Church had told
Woodside there was a soil report indicating collapsible soil. [R at 713, ^f 34.]
29. Woodside never disclosed to the Buyers the existence or contents of the Delta
Report, the AGRA Report, or any other type of written or verbal engineering reports from
anytime. [Rat714435.]
30. Further, Woodside never told the Buyers that there were any soil issues of any
kind associated with the property, even after the Buyers complained to Woodside in 1997
and later about cracks in the foundation of their house. [R at 713, f 36.]
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This Court should sustain the Court of Appeals' reversal of the Trial Court's award
of summary judgment in favor of Woodside. First, Woodside knew of the Delta Report and
its contents depicting dangerous collapsible soil underneath the LDS Parcel, which is
adjacent to the Buyers' lot (a fact Woodside has already acknoweldged for purposes of its
summary judgment motion). At the veiy least, issues of fact exist as to its knowledge of
the Delta Report and the contents thereof.
Second, although the second element of the Buyers'fraudclaims - materiality - was
not appealed and thus not a part of this appeal, issues of fact nevertheless exist as to
whether the Delta Report and its contents would be of some interest to a reasonable and
prudent real estate purchaser in the Buyers' position.
6

Third, based on the duties set forth by this Court in Smith v. Frandsen (one or more
of which apply to this case), Woodside owed the Buyers a duty to disclose the Delta Report
and/or its contents to the Buyers.
Accordingly, this Court should sustain the Court of Appeals' decision below.
ARGUMENT
The Court of Appeals properly reversed the Trial Court's summary judgment award
which dismissed the Buyers'fraudulentnon-disclosure andfraudulentconcealment claims.
Fraudulent non-disclosure requires that "(1) the nondisclosed information is material, (2)
the nondisclosed information is known to the party failing to disclose, and (3) there is a
legal duty to communicate." Hermansen v. Tasulis. 48 P.3d 235,242 (Utah 2002)
(emphasis added). Similarly, "[fraudulent concealment requires that one with a legal duty
or obligation to communicate certain facts remain silent or otherwise act to conceal
material facts known to him." McDougal v. Weed, 945 P.2d 175, 179 (Utah App. 1997)
(emphasis added). Regarding the Trial Court's dismissal of these twofraudclaims, the
Court of Appeals correctly held that "sufficient disputed material facts exist [regarding
Woodside's knowledge] to create a genuine issue for trial." Yazd v. Woodside Homes
Corporation. 2005 UT App. 82, % 14.
Although on appeal to this Court, Woodside now claims it had no knowledge
regarding the collapsible soil directly underneath the Buyers' house, just as the Court of
Appeals held, disputed issues of fact nevertheless exist regarding whether Woodside
7

fraudulently failed to disclose (or concealed) its knowledge of collapsible soil underlying
the nearby off-site land adjoining the lot upon which Woodside built the house?
I.

ISSUES OF FACT EXIST REGARDING THE ONLY ISSUE ON APPEAL
FROM THE TRIAL COURT'S RULING-TO WIT, DID WOODSIDE HAVE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE COLLAPSIBLE SOIL AROUND THE BUYERS'
PROPERTY
A,

Woodside Misconstrues the Applicable Standard Governing the
Buyers9 Appeal of the Court of Appeal's Ruling

Woodside commences its appeal of the Court of Appeals' reversal of the Trial
Court's summary judgment award by attacking the standard by which the Court of Appeals
reversed the Trial Court. Specifically, Woodside argues that "[b]ased on the undisputed
facts found by the district court," and based on Utah Rule of Judicial Administration 4501 (2)(b), the Court of Appeals supposedly erred by not deeming the Trial Court's
supposed undisputed facts as being conclusively admitted. This argument, however,
fundamentally misconstrues the applicable standard of review.
Woodside correctly states the applicable standard in the Standard of Review
section on page 7 of its appeal brief- i.e. an appellate court examines the lower court's
summary judgment legal conclusions for correctness. However, Woodside somehow
interprets the "review for correctness" standard as requiring this Court to give complete

2

A subtle, but important, distinction exists here. The Buyers are victims of
Woodside's fraudulent failure to disclose the collapsible soils underlying the land in and
around their lot. Woodside has misconstrued the scope of the Buyers' fraud claims by
arguing that it had no knowledge of the defective soil underlying the house, which is not
the correct issue at bar.
8

deference to the Trial Court's findings. The "review for correctness" standard is a de novo
standard requiring the appellate court to review the factual allegations in a light most
favorable to the non-movant (i.e. the Buyers) rather than defer to the lower court's findings.
National Advertising Co. v. Murray City Corp., 2001 UT App. 376, f 1 (stating, "Here,
reviewing the facts in the light most favorable to [appellant], wefinda number of disputed
facts that preclude summary judgment." See also, Ron Shepherd Ins. Inc. v. Shields, 882
P.2d 650, 655 (Utah 1994).
Furthermore, this Court has previously held that, "On certiorari, we do not review
the decision of the trial court but of the court of appeals, and we do so for correction of
error." Harper v. Summit County, 26 P.3d 193,195 (Utah 2001). Thus, whatever the Trial
Court found is irrelevant for purposes of the present appeal.
Finally, Woodside relies on Utah Rule of Judicial Administration 4-501(2)(b) in
support of its deference standard. However, this rule was repealed effective November 1,
2003, and thus is no longer of force or effect.
Accordingly, the correct standard governing this appeal is a de novo standard
whereby this Court gives no deference to either the Trial Court or the Court of Appeals'
findings or conclusions, but instead reviews the factual submissions in the light most
favorable to the Buyers.

9

B.

Woodside Represented to the Court of Appeals, For Purposes of Said
Appeal, That it Had Knowledge of the Delta Report and its Contents
Depicting Collapsible Soils Underlying the LDS Parcel

For purposes of summary judgment Woodside previously represented to the Court
of Appeals that it "could assume that Woodside had the Delta Report, was knowledgeable
about its contents and understood the soil conditions on the Church Site." (Court of
Appeals Brief of Appellee at 12.) Woodside now reverses course by representing to this
Court that it "did not have the Delta Report until two years after Appellees' house was
built." (Brief of Appellee at 12.) Clearly, Woodside cannot expect this Court to reverse
the Court of Appeals bases on contradictory and self-serving representations Woodside
makes to each court. Woodside should be bound by what is previously represented to the
Court of Appeals.
According to the Delta Report, Woodside knew that the LDS Parcel - which
directly adjoined the Buyers' lot 304 (see, Exhibit A) - contained deep collapsible soil
which, in some places, went 17 feet deep. [R at 627.] These collapsible soils were not
milesfromthe Buyers' lot, or even blocks away. They were in the LDS Parcel that touched
the Buyers' lot. In fact, one test hole on the Church site which was very close to the lot that
the Buyers subsequently purchasedfromWoodside, contained approximately eight feet of
collapsible soil. [R at 719,131.] Also, the LDS Church informed Woodside of the
dangerous soils conditions underlying the LDS Parcel. [R at 714, % 29.] This is the soils
information which Woodside has represented that it knew prior to building the Buyers'
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home.
Further, because of the factual basis of a party's knowledge, Utah caselaw holds that
fraudulent concealment/non-disclosure claims inherently contain factual issues that
preclude summary judgment. In Jensen v. IHC Hosps.. Inc., 944 P.2d 327, 333 (Utah 1997)
the Utah Supreme Court found the determination offraudulentconcealment to be a factual
one, precluding summary judgment:
The application of this legal rule [offraudulentconcealment] to any particular set of
facts is necessarily a matter left to trial courts and finders of fact.... We explicitly
acknowledge that weighing the reasonableness of the plaintiffs conduct in light of
the defendant's steps to conceal the cause of action necessitates the type of factual
findings which preclude summary judgment in all but the clearest of cases.
(Emphasis added). Similarly, the Court of Appeals held in McDougal v. Weed, 945 P.2d
175,179 (Utah App. 1997) that "summary judgment is almost never appropriate in a
fraudulent concealment case..."
Accordingly, based on the above caselaw as well as Woodside's admitted knowledge
of the Delta Report and its contents depicting deep collapsible soils, the Court of Appeals
properly held that disputed issues of fact on the knowledge element precluded summary
judgment on the Buyers'fraudclaims.
C.

Woodside Further Knew That Pursuant to the Seawrights' Settling
Problems, Collapsible Soils Existed Under the LDS Parcel

The Seawrights were a couple who purchasedfromWoodside a lot on the LDS
Parcel and nearby the Buyers' lot. In April of 1995, the Seawrights first complained of
foundational cracking to Woodside. [Rat 719,1f 5.] In October of 1995, Woodside hired
11

AGRA to inspect the Seawrights' property. On October 6,1995, Mr. Simons wrote the
Seawrights a letter telling them that AGRA discovered collapsible soils two to three feet
thick underlying the Seawrights5 house, and in an October 25, 1995 letter, Mr. Simons
discussed piering the Seawrights' house to remedy the settling problem. [R at 719,16.]
Compare the timing of the Seawrights' settling problems with the Buyers' discovery
of settling-related foundational cracking in their house. On September 27,1995 the
Buyers closed on the house. [R at 720, f 2.] Beginning in 1996 and into 1997, the Buyers
noticed cracks in the foundation of their house, the basement floor and the driveway. [R at
719,13.] Doors throughout their house had shifted and were hard to open and close. The
Buyers complained to Woodside in 1997 about these settlement-related problems. After
its own inspection, however, Woodside told the Buyers, "Don't worry about cracks, these
are normal." This chronology is important because the Seawright settlement problems
occurred about the time the Buyers bought their lotfromWoodside, and clearly before the
Buyers complained of foundational cracking to Woodside in 1997. Thus, by Woodside's
own admission it knew of the Delta Report and had even conducted its own soils
investigation of the neighboring Seawright lot (i.e. the AGRA Report), but failed to
disclose said reports or their contents with the Buyers at the time of their purchase or when
they began complaining of settling problems identical to the Seawrights.
Accordingly, not only has Woodside acknowledged that it knew about the Delta
Report and its contents depicting deep collapsible soils, but it also knew about the
Seawright settlement problems that were contemporaneous with the Buyers' purchase of

their lot from Woodside, and which was prior to the Buyers' first complaints to Woodside
of settlement-related defects in their house in 1997.
II-

THE MATERIALITYREQUIREMENT OF THE BUYERS9 FRAUD CLAIMS IS
NOT AT ISSUE ON APPEAL BECAUSE THE TRIAL COURT (AND COURT
OF APPEALS) FOUND THE DELTA REPORT TO BE MATERIAL
Woodside next argues the materiality requirement for the Buyers' fraud claims-i.e.

the conditions disclosed in the Delta Report were supposedly not material. However, this
issue is not properly before this Court.
A.

The Materiality Requirement for the Buyers' Fraud Claims Is Not an
Issue Properly on Appeal

In granting Woodside's summary judgment motion, the Trial Court acknowledged
that the "only issue in dispute is what knowledge Woodside had regarding collapsible soils
on the Plaintiffs' [i.e. Buyers] lot." [R at 900.] The Trial Court also held that, "It is clear
that the continued presence of collapsible soils would be material information." [R at 899.]
Thus, for purposes of summary judgment, the Trial Court held that information indicating
the nearby existence of collapsible soils was material. Woodside never appealed this
portion (or any portion) of the Trial Court's ruling.
The Court of Appeals, however, briefly discussed the materiality requirement of the
Buyers' fraud claims, stating, "There is little question that the information contained in the
Delta report would have been material to the Buyers in this case." Yazd, 2005 UT App. 82,
\ 9. Nevertheless, Woodside has not appealed the Trial Court's holding regarding the
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materiality requirement of the Buyers' fraud claims. It cannot do so now.3
B.

The Trial Court Properly Relied on a Plethora of Evidence in
Determining That the Delta Report Was Material

Woodside disputes the Court of Appeals' determination that the Delta Report was
material as a matter of law by arguing that the Court of Appeals misunderstood the contents
of the Delta Report. Woodside, however, misapprehends the Court of Appeals' opinion,
the Trial Court's ruling, and relevant portions of the record that amply support both courts'
determination that the information contained in the Delta Report would have been material
to the Buyers.4
Further, had Woodside provided a copy of the Delta Report to the Buyers, the
Buyers would have read on the April 8,1992 cover page to the Delta Report:
Twelve test holes were drilled at this site. The subsoils generally consist of
6.5 to 17feet of loose, dry sandy silt...
The silts and sands encountered during out investigation exhibit the potential
for collapse and excessive settlement It is therefore recommended that the
building be supported by a deep foundation system^ such as driven pipe piles.
3

Nevertheless, should this Court consider the merits of this issue, the Buyers will
hereafter discuss the merits of said issue.
4

Woodside argues that the nearest test hole on the LDS Parcel is 120 feetfromthe
Buyers' lot based on Woodside's interpretation of the scale of a map in the Delta Report.
However, Woodside completely ignores testimonyfromthe Buyers' expert engineer, Mr.
Karren, who physically inspected the parcels in question and reviewed the Delta Report as
well. He testified that, "There was a test hole close to [the Buyers'] lot, 30 feet" [R. at
672.] Thus, while Woodside claims the nearest test hole was 120 feet from the Buyers'
lot, the Buyers have presented evidence that it was 30 feet away. Thus, this is a disputed
issue of fact, which this Court must, for purposes of summary judgment, resolve in favor of
the Buyers. Bowen v. Riverton City. 656 P.2d 434,436 (Utah 1982).
14

[R. at 627; emphasis added.] Also, page 2 of the Delta Report states, "Twelve test holes
ranging in depthfrom5.0 feet to 41.5 feet were drilled at the site to study subsurface
conditions.... Below the topsoil, the test holes encountered 6 to 16 feet of loose sandy
silt underlain by loose to medium dense silty sand." [R. at 624; emphasis added.] Thus, just
because the Court of Appeals may have mistakenly stated that the soils found in the test
hole near the Buyers' lot were nearly 30 feet, collapsible soil 16-17 feet deep existed in
other locations on the LDS Parcel, and eight feet of collapsible soil existed in the test hole
30 feetfromthe Buyers' lot.
This Court has previously held that materiality is defined as "something which a
buyer or seller of ordinary intelligence and prudence would think to be of some importance
in deteimining whether to buy or sell." Hermansen. 2002 UT 52 at f 29. Apparently,
Woodside would concede that collapsible soil down to a depth of 30 feet is material, but
collapsible soil down to a depth of 17 feet or even eight feet is nothing a buyer of ordinary
intelligence and prudence would think to be of "some" importance.
Further, Woodside ignores other relevant facts bearing on the materiality of the
Delta Report. For example, Woodside ignores the settling problems experienced by the
Seawrights whose house was on the LDS parcel. As stated above, Woodside became aware
of the Seawrights' settlement problems about the time the Buyers closed on the sale of
their house (September 27,1995) and definitely knew about the neighboring settlement
problems prior to the Buyers' first complaint to Woodside about their own settling
15

problems. [R. at 720,ffif2-5.] If the Seawrights' home was experiencing settling problems
due to defective soils, then obviously Woodside failed in its efforts to excavate all of the
defective soil outfromunder the neighboring homes it built (which is what it claimed it
did, via its expert soils engineer Bill Gordon, when it excavated the foundation of the
Buyers' lot). Woodside also ignores the fact that the LDS real estate representative that
sold the LDS parcel to Woodside warned Woodside about the condition of the soils
because the LDS Church "found [the LDS parcel] unsuitable for our construction purposes .
.." [R. at 715,126.]
Thus, Woodside (1) knew about collapsible soils up to 17 feet below the LDS
Parcel based on the Delta Report and its cover sheet, (2) knew about the settlement-related
problems experienced by the Seawrights' house which Woodside built on the LDS Parcel,
and (3) knew that the LDS Church declined to build a chapel on the LDS Parcel because of
the unstable soils. Yet, notwithstanding these circumstances surrounding the Delta Report,
Woodside would have this Court believe that the Delta Report would not be of "some"
importance to a reasonable and prudent home buyer. At the very least, however, issues of
fact exist as to whether the Delta Report satisfies the materiality standard.
HI.

THE COURT OF APPEALS PROPERLY HELD THAT WOODSIDE OWED
THE BUYERS A DUTY TO DISCLOSE THE DELTA REPORT OR ITS
CONTENTS TO THE BUYERS
The third andfinalrequirement for the Buyers'fraudclaims is that Woodside owed

them a duty to disclose the infonnation in question. This Court, in Smith v. Frandsen. 2004
UT 55, Tf 16, examined the duty a developer has "to protect unsophisticated purchasers."

The Frandsen set forth the following duties:
[1] a duty to exercise reasonable care to insure that the subdivided lots are suitable
for construction of some type of ordinary, average dwelling house, and [2] he must
disclose to his purchaser any condition which he knows or reasonable ought to
know makes the subdivided lots unsuitable for such residential building. He has a
further duty to [3] disclose, upon inquiry, information he has developed in the
course of the subdivision process which is relevant to the suitability of the land
for its expected use"
(Citation omitted; Emphasis added). The Frandsen court concluded, "builder contractors
are expected to be familiar with conditions in the subsurface of the ground..." Id at f 19.
Based on Frandsen and other caselaw, the Court of Appeals held that "if there is a
problem with the subsurface soils, Woodside is charged with a duty to disclose." Yazd,
2005 UT App. 82 at Tf 10. The Yazd court concluded:
Assuming, as we must for purposes of reviewing a trial court's summary judgment
decision, that... Woodside was provided with the Delta report prior to the sale to
the Buyers . . . [and] [h]aving determined that the [Delta] report would have been
material, as it contained information that would have been of some interest to the
Buyers in making their decision to buy... we conclude that Woodside had a duty to
disclose the report, or its contents, if Woodside received the report prior to the sale
to the buyers.
Id. at Tf 11. Notwithstanding this caselaw and analysis, Woodside argues that it owed no
duty to the Buyers because (a) it did not possess the Delta Report until after it built their
house, (b) this duty did not require Woodside to investigate neighboring parcels, (c) such a
duty is precluded by Fennell v. Green, 77 P.3d 339 (Utah App. 2003) and Frandsen, and (d)
such a duty is supposedly too onerous.
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Contrary to Woodside's Assertions, Evidence Exists that Woodside
Possessed the Delta Report Prior to Building the House

\ VIMKISI Hi1 armies (kill ml illlii! in ml 'Nam possession of flic Delta Report and was not
aware of its specific findings until after Woodside had built the Buyers' house, This issue,
however, is hotly disputed.
First, 'this argument bj V\ oudsidc iu dismyenui M,S

'"i.-. dialed af k is i \\ i u KINII In ,.

represented to Itr f muni ot Appeals thai il "\x)uld assume'that Woodside had the Delta
xwport, was knowledgeable about its contents and understood the soil conditions or (lie
Church Site." Now, Woodside wants this Court to interpret the facts sans a critical
representation it made to the Com I: of Appeals,
Second when Woodside purchased the LDS Parcel, 'the LDS Church informed it that
'there were problems with the soil. [R at 714,129.] Woodside has admitted that it knew
that the LDS Church "decided to not build a large meetinghouse because of concerns about

governed Woodside's purchase of the LDS Parcel were actual excerpts of the Delta Report.
(See, Exhibit C). Just above Mr. Simons signature on said agreement,, it states: "Seller to
provide a copy of the soils report, [i.e. the Delta Report] pre , I : i isly completed on the
pmperty puoi In , IIIMIIJ'

IIIIIII

m atrdiiif/ to these fat Is, I lie ILivv fiicsiiiiies Wnodsidr h<ul

knowledge of the contents of the attached excerpts to the purchase contract. In Semenov v.
Hill, 1999 Utah 58, f 12, this Court held: "where a person signs a document, he is not
permitted, to sho w that lie did not knov* its terms, anc . . :*, ,-^ence of 'fraud or mistake lie
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will be bound by all its provisions, even though he has not read the agreement and does not
know its contents." (Citation omitted). Further, signing and executing a contract imputes
knowledge to the signor of the contents thereof. Jacobson v. Cox, 202 P.2d 714, 721
(Utah 1949) (holding that the plaintiff "signed and executed the contract as one of the
parties and is [thus] charged with knowledge of its contents."
Finally, Mr. Livingstone, the LDS Church's real estate agent for this transaction,
testified that Woodside was given a copy of the Delta Report, and also explained that the
reason he included the Delta Report with the purchase contract was because he:
wanted to disclose the condition of the soils for construction purposes. We found it
unsuitable for our construction purposes and I was aware that Woodside would be
developing and constructing on the site and so we wanted them to be fully aware of
the soils conditions they purchased, so that there would be no liability coming back
subsequent to the sale.
[R at 625-26; 715, f 26.] Further, when Woodside purchased the LDS Parcel, the LDS
Church informed it that there were problems with the soil on said parcel. [R at 714, f 29.]
Accordingly, based on the above factual evidence in the record, the issue of whether
Woodside actually had the Delta Report and knew of its contents (asidefromWoodside's
representations to the Court of Appeals) is disputed, and thus must be construed in favor of
the Buyers.
B.

The Frandsen Duties Owed by Woodside Required it to Disclose
Dangerous Soil Conditions Known to Woodside that Existed in the
Adjacent LDS Parcel Owned by Woodside

Woodside next argues that the Frandsen duties (quoted above) did not require
Woodside to investigate neighboring parcels. Although Woodside's characterization of the

I DS Parcel as just a "neighboring" parcel ignores 'the salient fact thai i t owned the

conducting any investigation), "the duties outlined in Frandsen clearly apply.
First, Woodside owed the Buyers a duty to protect them, because they were
unsophisticated purchasers, whereas Wowlsule ovuied (IK II.tun! il >ukl in (tiein as vu III r
the adjacent IJJS Pain'1! knew ahoul \\\v dangerous condition of the collapsible soils in the
LDS Parcel, and knew about the Seawrights' settlement-related problems - all of which
Woodside chose to keep from the unsuspecting Buyers.
sixon
about'
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r n v e known" about which made the Buyers' lot unsuitable for

building. It is indisputable that Woodside knew about the Delta Report and its con'
prior to selling the lot in question to the Buyers. Further, W oodside ought to have known

did not just magically transform into bedrock

uyers"

iui. Obviously, subsurface

soils and features do not obey man-made boundaries and property descriptions.
Third, "'upon inquiry, W oodside owed the Buyers a duty to disclose inhumation

suitability of the Buyers' lot. Although W oodside would interpret the "inquiry"
requirement to require the Buyers to formally ask Woodside. "Are there collapsible soils
underneath our house,"" ob\ iously such did not happen : ^ w. \ ci. ,i • - . • . „ .
began experiencing setllenifMil-rrhiltvl ii/nhlems, Mic v^ .*

•• '-.e-- ^

d
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defects (such as cracking,frozenwindows and doors) to the attention of Woodside.
Because Frandsen has clearly placed the burden on the builder-developer in relation to the
duties it owes to unsophisticated buyers, complaints by the Buyers to Woodside about
settlement-related defects should constitute an inquiry for purposes of this "inquiry" duty.
Accordingly, Woodside owed the Buyers a number of duties applicable to the
Buyers'fraudclaims.
C.

Fennell and Frandsen Do Not Limit or Extinguish the Duties Woodside
Owes to the Buyers

Woodside next argues that it owes the Buyers no duty based on its reading of
Fennell and Frandsen. This claim is unsupported by these cases.
1.

Fennell Is Inapplicable

Woodside argues that the Court of Appeals mischaracterized the Trial Court's
summary judgment ruling ("Ruling") which Woodside claims was actually based on Fennell.
First, the Court of Appeals correctly summarized the Ruling: "The sole basis for the
trial court's grant of summary judgment was its conclusion that Woodside did not know of
the Delta report prior to selling the property to the Buyers." Yazd, 2005 UT App. 82 at f
12, n 3. The Yazd court continued, "The only issue in dispute is what knowledge Woodside
had regarding collapsible soils on Plaintiffs' lot," [R. at 900], and that "it must be
determined if any non-disclosed information was known to" Woodside. [R. at 899.]
Because the Ruling fails to discuss any other source of collapsible soils, the information
that was not disclosed to the Buyers was the Delta Report. Thus, the Court of Appeals
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correctly characterized the Ruling.
Second, Woodside misstates the Ruling when it claims that the Trial Court: based its
ruling on (lie holding in Fennell. Mn1 \ hrn in lh< Kulnig docs the 1 nail ('ouil iiiakt

<IHI;\

iwi^rence to Fennell If Fennell was such a seminal case, as urged by Woodside, the Trial
Court apparently thought otherwise based on the omission of any Fennell citations in the
Ruling.

Issue the one conducted by Glenn Maughan which actually tested the lot in question.
Fennell 77 P.3d at 340. The Maughan report disclosed 'that "a scarp existed 'on the north
i...

i me lot m question and that said scarp "was determined to be a landta*, Id.

••i.v" ~»

'•••', T 'l Lavtnn (1ifv and "available1 foi puhhc inspection

[d Has*

on his investigation and report, Mr. Maughan later testified in a deposition that he did not
believe the area in question was a slide area in any of the lots and that the lot in question
A _-u - . ;u.. movement due to a nearby undercu tting stream. Id. at 343 Based on the

on said land and sold the house and land to the plaintiffthomebuyer. Id. at 340. The Fennell
court concluded that there was no fraudulent non-disclosure by the developer to the

possible landslide condition on" 'the lot in question. Id at 343. The Fennell court ei e n
noted that "such knowledge was refuted by Maughan, who conducted 'the required soils
report'1 ' of the lot in question Id.

In contrast to Fennell the Delta Report was not filed with the city of Lindon and
certainly not available for public inspection. Instead, Woodside kept the Delta Report
secret. Further, Woodside is not a remote developer dealing with a builder who deals with
a homebuyer. In the case at bar, there is no intermediary builder between the parties.
Woodside is the developer and home builder of the house in question and dealt directly
with the Buyers. Finally, Mr. Maughan and his report provided evidence that the Fennell
developer had no information or idea about the landslide condition (id. at 343), whereas in
the present case Woodside concedes that it had the Delta Report during the relevant time
period. Thus, Fennell is inapplicable to the present appeal.
2.

The Court of Appeals' Decision in this Case Does Not Conflict
with Frandsen

Woodside argues that the Court of Appeals greatly expanded the duties owed by
builders as set forth in Frandsen and that Frandsen's inquiry duty does not apply. The first
problem with this argument is that Woodside ignores one of the three duties enunciated by
Frandsen: [1] a duty to exercise reasonable care to insure that the
subdivided lots are suitable for construction of some type of ordinary, average dwelling
house, [2] a duty to disclose to his purchaser any condition which he knows or
reasonably ought to know makes the subdivided lots unsuitable for such residential
building, and [3] upon inquiry, he must disclose information he has developed in the
course of the subdivision process which is relevant to the suitability of the land for its
expected use. Id at 924 (citing Loveland v. Orem City Corp.. 746 P.2d 763, 769 (Utah

1987)). While Woodside focuses on the third duty (the inquiry duly), it ignores two other
duties set forth in Frandsen which require Wood

> l I I m-nvisr reasonable i m

iiiistire fhal (lie BiiyefV lot is suitable for construction of some 'type of ordinary , average
dwelling house, and to (2) disclose to 'the Buyers "any condition" it knows or ought to know
that makes the Buyers' lot unsuitable
\>*

contai

*--

.

~

'

'

/
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-f nriation about a condition in the LDS Parcel adjacent to the Buyers'

lot Woodside also knew at the time the Buyers purchased their lot, and certainly by the
time they complained to W;»v»dsidt- ui settiing-damages in i vv,, mai nu SHAW uu^ks v. nit
experiencing setting <•<.- ;. ** <

• •-•

ith-iheir pinpTty

oodside

refused to disclose the Delta Report or its contents to the Buyers. Said failure to disclose
breached either of the first two duties set forth in Frandsen. Further, as set forth above, the
Buyers' act of complaining to Woodsi
i:< institutes tin

, >i s^inement-related problems

inquiry" assonnte<1 with ilr lliinl rliii'i TT rorrn in kandsen.

Thus, either of the three duties outlined in Frandsen apply to the case at bar.
~

The Court of Appeals' Interpretation of the Frandsen Duties Is
Reasonable and in Line With Frandsen

In .ilciriiifxt rhotoiiu yVtkidside aioucs that I he I <»K!l

'

-Is" interpretation of

Frandsen is onerous because it requires builders to "disclose w\ erv piece of information
concerning the areas surrounding the parcel 'they are selling that may be 'of some interest
to the buyer

nBnei oi Appellant al I <»), However, W oodside overlooks the fa c • it "'that

the Frandsen duties originated in Loveland nearly 20 years ago.
Further, the present case is not just about fill materials that Woodside scraped away
while digging the foundation to the Buyers' house. This case involves Woodside's preexisting knowledge of a latent and dangerous soil condition underlying adjacent property
owned by it and that could not be more dangerous to the support of any structure. The
nature of collapsible soil is that while a test hole might discover collapsible soil in that
area, it is highly likely that the collapsible soils underlay more than just the immediate area
around the test hole. Collapsible soils do not obey man-made boundaries and legal
descriptions. Certainly, a reasonable and prudent buyer would want to know of the
existence of such unsafe soil conditions in an adjacent parcel, especially when the previous
owner of that parcel refused to build on it for that very reason. Woodside knows that if it
disclosed that information, the Buyers would have been scared off.
The reality is also that Utah is undergoing an unprecedented amount of construction
and growth due to the influx of families and workers into the state. The situation
encountered by the Buyers will undoubtedly be experienced by an increasing number of
similar inexperienced home-buyers who often put substantial amounts of money into
purchasing a new house. Meanwhile, there is nothing stopping unsavory developers from
developing parcels of land when they know of a nearby dangerous subsurface soil condition
that could destabilize and damage the very house they are building.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, this Court should affirm the Court of Appeals' reversal of

the Trial Court's summary judgment award.
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
LDS LINDEN STAKE CENTER
900 EAST 140 NORTH
LINDEN, UTAH

Prepared For:
LDS CHURCH BUILDING DIVISION
C/O SANDSTROM & ASSOCIATES
930 SOUTH STATE
OREM, UTAH 84068

J66-C Lawndale Dfive Sail Lake d l v Utah 84115 Tele (801) 4B7-7754 FAX (801) 484-7941
150^2 Red Mill Ave Suile H Tuslin CA 92680 Tele (714)259-1992 FAX (714) 259-7769

GEOTCCHMCAL CONSULTANTS INC

April 8, 1992

Mr. Kevin Madsen
Sandstrom & Associates
930 South State
Orem, Utah 84068

Dear Kevin:
We have completed our geotechnical study for the proposed LDS Linden Stake Center
located at 900 East 140 North in Linden, Utah. Details of our findings and recommendations,
along with the supporting field and laboratory data, axe presented in the attached report.
Twelve test holes were drilled at this site. The subsoils generally consist of 6.5 to 17 feet
of loose, dry sandy silt underlain by loose silty sand to the total depth explored (41.5 feet).
Groundwater was not encountered in any of the test holes during our field investigation.
The silts and sands encountered during our investigation exhibit the potential for collapse
and excessive settlement. It is therefore recommended that the building be supported by a deep
foundation system, such as driven pipe piles.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you on this project. Please call us if
you have any questions or need additional information.
Very truly yours,
DELTA GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

HOVIK BAGHOOMIAN, P.E., Ph.D.
President
HB/lkr
Submitted in 5 Copies
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of our geotechnical study conducted at the site of the
proposed LDS Linden Stake Center located at 900 East 140 North in Linden, Utah. The purpose
of our study was to provide information on subsoil and groundwater conditions, recommendations
for foundation types and depths, soil bearing capacities, anticipated total and "differential
settlement, pavement design, and other design and construction considerations influenced by the
subsoil conditions.
The study included site reconnaissance, subsurface exploration and soil sampling,
laboratory testing, engineering analysis, client consultation, and preparation of this report.
The general location of the site is shown on the Vicinity Map presented in Appendix A,

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
We understand that a relatively lightly loaded, one-story wood frame, masonry veneer
church building is proposed for construction at this site.

The building will be generally

rectangular in shape, approximately 120 by 225 feet in plan dimensions. Slab-on-grade floors
are planned. The preliminary plans indicate that the interior floor grades will be at elevation
4885.0 Mean Sea Level. This will require a cut on the order of 3 to 4 feet in a relatively small
area on the east side of the building and up 10 to 12 feet of fill on the west side. Structural loads
were not available at the time of this study; however, no unusually heavy loads are anticipated.
The preliminary site plan provided to us indicates that paved parking areas, drives and
exterior concrete flatwork are also planned.
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SITE CONDITIONS
The site is about 3.5 acres in size, irregular in shape, and was vacant at the time of our
field study. The ground surface slopes down moderately towards the west with an elevation drop
of about 35 feet across the site and 12 to 14 feet across the proposed building area. Surface
drainage appears to be good. Vegetation at the site consisted of field grasses, The-property is
bound by undeveloped land to the north, south and east and a retention pond and residential
development to the west.

SUBSOIL CONDITIONS
Twelve test holes ranging in depth from 5.0 feet to 41.5 feet were drilled at the site to
study subsurface conditions. The subsoils correlated well between the test holes. An initial 10
to 12 inches of topsoil was encountered. Below the topsoil, the test holes encountered 6 to 16
feet of loose sandy silt underlain by loose to medium dense silty sand.
Free water was not encountered in the test holes during drilling.
Laboratory swell-consolidation test results indicate highly compressible, moisture-sensitive
soil conditions. For example, samples tested collapsed up to 5 percent under a confining load
of 1 ksf when exposed to saturation.
Please refer to Appendix B, Figures B-i through B-6 for swell-consolidation tests, Figure
B-7 for gradation tests, Figure B-8 for compaction tests, Table B-I for a summary of laboratory
test results, and Table B-II for California Bearing Ratio (C.B.R.) test.
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SITE PREPARATION AND GRADING
In general, the top 12 inches of topsoil should be stripped from the proposed building and
pavement areas prior to beginning grading operations. Localized loose areas, or areas of old fill
not.disclosed by the test holes, may require stripping in excess of 12 inches, as judged by the
Geotechnical Engineer. The topsoil may be stockpiled for later use in landscaped areas (use as
general fill). Following, site stripping, and undercutting of the building area to accommodate
structural fill discussed under floor slabs, the subgrade should be scarified to a depth of 10 inches
and recompacted to a firm nonyielding surface. Pockets of soft or loose soils detected during
recompaction of the subgrade should be removed at least 2 feet, and replaced with structural fill.
Structural fill should be placed up to required grades in 8-inch maximum loose lifts at the
moisture content optimum for compaction, and compacted to at least 95 percent modified Proctor
(ASTM D 1557) maximum dry density under the building, and 90 percent density in the
pavement and exterior slab areas.
Structural fill should consist of on-site or similar material, free of organics and other
deleterious materials. All imported fill should be approved by the Geotechnical Engineer for the
project prior to its delivery to the site. In general, imported fill should contain not less than 35
percent fines (material passing the No. 200 sieve, based on the minus 3/4-inch fraction), should
be well graded, and should have a maximum particle size of 1.5 inches. The plasticity index of
the fines should not exceed 15 and the liquid limit should not exceed 35.
We recommend using a vibratory roller with a minimum drum weight of 4,000 pounds
to compact the natural subgrade and subsequent fill lifts Vibratory rollers should not be allowed
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within 200 feet of existing structures.
Utility trenches should be backfilled with compacted clay fill. Backfill material should
be placed in lift thicknesses appropriate to the type of compaction equipment utilized and
compacted to a minimum degree of compaction of 88 percent by mechanical means. In pavement
areas that portion of the trench backfill within the pavement section should conform to the
material and compaction requirements of the adjacent pavement section.
All site grading and fill operations should be observed by a representative from Delta
Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. to determine the adequacy of site preparation, the suitability of
fill materials, and compliance with compaction requirements.

Further, the site should be

inspected immediately after topsoil removal to possibly identify prior fill areas or unexpected soil
conditions that may underlie the site,

PILE FOUNDATIONS
Considering the relatively high settlement and collapsible potential of the subsoils, driven
pipe piles are recommended for support of the building. An analysis of 12-inch diameter driven
pipe piles indicates that piles 35 to 40 feet in length would provide an end bearing capacity on
the order of 10 kips and a skin friction capacity of 0.40 kips per lineal foot, excluding the top
5 feet of pile. We recommend that this capacity be confirmed by pile load tests, ASTM Dl 143,
standard loading procedure prior to final order of specific pile diameter or lengths.
Note that the previous capacity estimates are the capacities of the soil for a particular pile
size at a specific depth and do not necessarily reflect an allowable structural capacity of the
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member. The soil capacity estimates include a factor of safety of 3. We recommend that all
members be designed to withstand stresses as stated in the appropriate building codes. In no case
should pile capacity exceed the allowable structural capacity of the member.
A horizontally loaded pile resists the load by deflecting to mobilize the strength or
"stiffness" of the surrounding soil. Under these conditions, the resisting force oF the soil is
generally termed the "subgrade modulus" K, and this modulus varies linearly with depth in sandy
soil. For the soils at this site, K = (nh) (X), where X is the depth below the ground surface and
nh= the constant of horizontal subgrade reaction. For soils at this site, we recommend a value
of n h = 10 pounds per cubic inch.

FLOOR SLABS
A minimum 4 feet of structural fill, as illustrated on Figure A-3 is recommended for
support of the interior floor slabs.

To interlock fill-native soil contact, and to minimize

differential settlement, benching of the native ground is recommended. The benches should be
at least 12 feet wide, a maximum 3 feet deep, and dipped down into the slope 6 to 8 inches.
Fill supporting floor slabs should be compacted to 95 percent of the maximum'dry density *
as discussed previously. Four inches of free-draining gravel should be placed underneath the
slabs to distribute floor loads and equalize moisture conditions. The slabs should be provided
with frequent joints to minimize damage due to shrinkage cracking. Further, the slabs should
be adequately reinforced for loading conditions utilized by the space.
Placement of 10 to 12 feet of structural fill on the west side of the building will create
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a substantial load on the subgrade that will induce differential settlement on the order of 1.5
inches over the length of the building. If this amount of differential settlement is unacceptable,
the slab should be suspended on piles and grade beams as previously discussed. The effects of
differential settlement can be minimized by placing the floor near the end of building
construction.

BACKFILL AROUND THE BUILDING
The on-site sandy silt soils may be used as backfill around the building. The backfill
should be free of organics and other deleterious materials and should be moistened, placed in
maximum 6-inch loose lifts, and compacted to at least 88 percent of the maximum dry density,
as determined by ASTM D 1557. Use of vibratory or heavy compactors near the building should
be restricted as discussed above under SITE PREPARATION AND GRADING.
Because of collapsible soil conditions, the top 24 inches of the backfill should consist of
clays to minimize infiltration of water into building subgrade.
Utility trenches are common conduits feeding moisture to building subgrade. Impervious
clay backfill is recommended within 10 feet of the building. The clay should be placed in proper
lifts and compacted to a minimum 88 percent modified Proctor density as discussed earlier under
SITE PREPARATION AND GRADING,

CUT-FILL SLOPES
Temporary cuts exceeding 4 feet in depth should not be steeper than 1:1 (horizon-
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tal:vertical) and all permanent cut and fill slopes should not be steeper than 2.5:1. Slopes should
be seeded with erosion resistant vegetation immediately after construction.

SURFACE DRAINAGE
Adequate drainage should be maintained during the course of construction and after
construction has been completed. The ground surface surrounding the exterior of the building
should be sloped to drain away from the building in all directions. Roof downspouts should
discharge into splash blocks extended beyond the limits of all foundation backfill. Sprinkler
heads should be kept a minimum of 4 feet from the building perimeter and aimed away from the
building.

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
All site grading and fill operations should be observed by a representative from Delta
Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. to determine the adequacy of site preparation, the suitability of
fill materials, and compliance with compaction requirements.

Further, the site should be

inspected immediately after topsoil removal to possibly identify unsuitable soils, or old fill that
may underlie the site. The recommendations presented in our report assume proper and complete
implementation of our recommendations.

PAVEMENT DESIGN AND CONCRETE FLATWORKS
We recommend a pavement section consisting of 3 inches of asphaltic concrete and 8
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inches of high quality base material in parking areas. Three and one-half (3.5) inches and 10
inches, respectively, are recommended in drives.

This recommendation assumes that the

subgrade material below the base will consist of at least 12 inches of structural fill subbase placed
on a firm, nonyielding, native subgrade and assumes low volume, light vehicular lo~
Compaction of the subbase should be to a minimum of 90 percent of modified Proc* M ?
dry density (ASTM D 1557). This design is based on a C.B.R. value o r „ , J
Proctor and C.B.R. test results are presented in Appendix B.

V v ^

.

(\l 0
^

Exterior concrete slabs should be cast on a minimum of 12 inches of sti\\J
on firm, nonyielding, native subgrade.
Because of moisture sensitive native soil conditions, saturation of pavement subgrade
could cause movement and future failure of the pavement. Exterior concrete flatworks will
experience similar distress. To minimize the problem, surface drainage and irrigation should be
directed away from these areas.

RETAINING WALLS
The on-site soils, devoid of organics and other deleterious material, may be used as
backfill behind the retaining walls. The fill should be placed in 8-inch maximum loose lifts and
compacted to at least 85 percent, but not more than 90 percent of modified Proctor (ASTM D
1557) maximum dry density. The imposing soils may be assumed to act as a fluid with an
equivalent unit weight of 40 pcf for design of the walls. Alternatively, clean sands and gravels
imported from off-site could be used for wall backfill, in which case the equivalent fluid pressure
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can be reduced.to 30 pcf. Regardless of the material used for wall backfill, a perforated pipe
encased in gravel should be placed behind the walls to serve as a drainage medium. The gravel
enveloping the pipe should be wrapped with filter fabric to prevent soil intrusion.
To avoid displacement or cracking of the retaining wall, hand-operated vibratory
compactors should be used next to the footings and the wall itself.
Lateral loads on the wall can be resisted by friction developed between the bottom of the
footing, the underlying structural fill, and by passive pressure of well-compacted backfill against
the footing.

The recommended coefficient of friction between the concrete footing and

underlying fill (or well-stabilized native subgrade) is 0.40. The recommended equivalent fluid
pressure for passive resistance is 150 pounds per cubic foot, measured a minimum of 2 feet
below the lowest adjacent final grade.
The retaining wall footings founded on a minimum of 2 feet of structural fill may be
proportioned for an allowable soil bearing pressure of up to 2,000 psf.

Footings should be

placed a minimum of 2.5 feet below the lowest adjacent final grade.

UQUEFACTION POTENTIAL
The subsoils encountered in our test holes consisted primarily of silty sand and silt that
appear to be above the regional groundwater table. Assuming these conditions are uniform
across the site, seismic liquefaction is not expected to be a problem.
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PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEW
This report is based on the design of the proposed structure and loading conditions as they
were submitted to Delta Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. at the commencement of the preparation
of this report. It is recommended that the geotechnical engineer be provided the opportunity to
review the final design and specifications in order to determine whether any change in concept
may have had any affect on the validity of the geotechnical engineer's recommendations, and
whether those recommendations have been properly implemented in the design and specifications.
Review of the final design and specifications will be noted in writing by the geotechnical
engineer.

UNffTATIONS
The analysis and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data
obtained from twelve test holes drilled at the location of the proposed structure, as indicated on
Figure A-2. This report does not reflect any variations which may occur between the test holes.
The nature and extent of variations may not become evident until the course of construction, and
are sometimes sufficient to necessitate changes in the designs; thus, it is important that we
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observe subsurface materials exposed in the excavations to take advantage of all opportunities to
recognize differing conditions which would affect the performance of the facility being planned.
Very truly yours,
DELTA GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

DAVID HEDGES
Geotechnical Engineer

HOVIK BAGHOOMIAN, P.E., Ph.D.
President
HB-DH/lkr
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FIELD EXPLORATION, VICINITY MAP, SITE PLAN
AND LOGS OF TEST HOLES .

Figure A-l

. . . .
.'.••.;,.; Vicinity Map

Figure A-2 . . . . . . . •. . . V.

• • ••

S •;••.;•;Site Plan ,;.J^;; .... £

Figure A-3 ". . . . . ;' . . .', /';•.
'j*V;.'•.; Cross SectionO%•. •,'{'Figures A-4 through A-15 \
• Logs of Test'Holes ':.)?'
.Figure A-l6
:•>&$'£
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. .'•..-" '.v.

FIELD EXPLORATION

Our field exploration consisted of the drilling, logging, and sampling of twelve 5-foot to
41.5-foot deep test holes. Locations of the test holes with respect to the proposed construction
are shown on Figure A-2; Disturbed and undisturbed samples were taken at selected intervals,
sealed and returned to our laboratory for classification and testing. A continuous log of the
subsurface conditions as encountered in the test holes was kept during drilling. Drilling and
sampling operations were performed by Earthcore, Inc, of Salt Lake City, Utah. The test holes
were logged by John Mancini.
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FIGURE A-3
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DD
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SOIL DESCRIPTION

TOPSOIL:

v\A
6.9

h-io

15

-20
O

5.8

^200=61.7%

97.4

8

' 12

8/12

10", SILT

SILT(ML) to Silty SAND(SM)
calcareous, loose, dry,
light brown with white
streaks
Trace g r a v e l @ 5 . 5 '

HA 7/12
W

SAND(SP-SM), clean to
silty, medium grained,
6/12 trace gravel, loose to
very loose, damp, light
brown

m

4/12

-*

EOTH @ 21.5'
No f r e e water e n c o u n t e r e d
-25
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LOG OF TEST HOLE
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D&fia
TEST HOLE NO. 2
ELEVATION:

LL

W

DD

OTHER TESTS

h-10

h"15

TOPSOIL:

12", Silt

SILT(ML) to Silty SAND
(SM), brittle, calcareous, occasional sand and
gravel, loose to medium
r-A
12/12 dense, dry., light brown
with white streaks

\A
91.5

9.0

SOIL DESCRIPTION
r^i

5.4

4 87

1/12

V\

SAND(SM), silty, trace
cobbles at 10-12f ,
medium dense, dry, light
28/12 brown

16/12
EOTH @ 16.5f

LU
LL

No free water encountered

z
X

—20

H- ,
QLU

O

LOG OF TEST HOLE
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TEST HOLE NO. 3
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W
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r o

SOIL DESCRIPTION
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T0PSO1L:

V
8.5

7.2

n

91.1

7/12

m21/12

12", Silt

SILT(ML) to Silty SAND
(SM), calcareous, loose,
dry, light brown with
white streaks and veins

A

r—10

3.8

-15

-200=71.0%

487 9.0

95.0

11/12

W

SAND(SM), silty with thin
interbedded seams of
gravel, loose to medium
dense, dry, light brown

10/12

Cobbles § 18'
IXJ

EOTK <§ 10f

Z

-20

No free water encountered
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V
\A
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calcareous with voids t
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^
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VoA
4.1
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15/12

90.7
88.2

-10
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48 8 2.0

-200=35.7%
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v

SAND (SM) silty with gravel,
loose, dry, light brown to
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SAND (SM) silty, fine grained,
poorly graded, occasional thin
layers of clay, median dense,
dry, gray brown with redbrown streaks in clay

—20
20/12
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No free water encountered
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/ v
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^
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SAND (SM) silty, trace gravel,
loose, damp, light brown
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m
u.

z|
X
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No free water encountered
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\— 5
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i
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\-
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0
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d r y t o m o i s t , brown
6/12

• 10

SAND(SM), silty with
layers of sandy SILT and
gravelly SAND, fine
grained, loose to medium
dense, moist, brown
•15

K20

^25

r-30

23/12

4/12

4/12

•35

LOG OF TEST HOLE
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(cont. )
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K45
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O
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SOIL DESCRIPTION

o

1 1

ELEVATION

u
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r\_/

1

TOPSOIL:

12M SILT

en

11

1

1

1

SILT(ML), sandy, loose,
dry, light brown

— 10

SAND(SM), silty with
sandy SILT and gravelly
SAND layers, fine grained,
loose, moist, brown

— 15

5/12
—20

10/12

—25

9/12

— 30

5/12

— 35

LOG OF TEST HOLE
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(cont.
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SOIL DESCRIPTION
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TEST HOLE NO. 12
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LL

r

W

DD
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8.0

SOIL DESCRIPTION

OTHER TESTS

o

TOPSOIL:

16/12

12M SILT

SILT(ML), sandy w i t h
s i l t y SAND l a y e r s , l o o s e
t o medium d e n s e , d r y ,
brown

h-10
SAND(SM), silty with
sandy SILT and gravelly
SAND layers, fine grained^
loose to medium dense,
moist, brown

h"i5

h—20

38/12

22/12
—25

8/12
—30

12/12
—35

LOG OF TEST HOLE
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TEST HOLE NO. 12
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w

DO

(cont.)

4 88B.0

SOIL DESCRIPTION

OTHER TESTS

35
:

r^

28/12

-40
EOTH @ 4 0 . 5 '

No f r e e water encountered
L—45

U.

z
I

LOG OF TEST HOLE
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FIELD EXPLORATION

Our field exploration consisted of the drilling, logging, and sampling of twelve 5-foot to
4L5-foot deep test holes. Locations of the test holes with respect to the proposed construction
are shown on Figure A-2. Disturbed and undisturbed samples were taken at selected intervals,
sealed and returned to our laboratory for classification and testing. A continuous log of the
subsurface conditions as encountered in the test holes was kept during drilling. Drilling and
sampling operations were performed by Earthcore, Inc. of Salt Lake City, Utah. The test holes
were logged by John Mancini.
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Delta
KEY TO TEST HOLE
RELATIVE DENSITY (SAND & SILT)
10/1? INDICATES THAT 10 BLOWS
OF 140 LB HAMMER FALLING
30 INCHES WERE REQUIRED
TO DRIVE SAMPLER 12 INCHES
STRATA
CHANGE
GROUND WATERTABLE AND NUMBER OF
DAYS AFTER DRILLING
MEASUREMENT TAKEN
DEPTH AT WHICH HOLE CAVED

VERY LOOSE
LOOSE
MEDIUM DENSE
DENSE
VERY DENSE

EXAMPLE TYPICAL
CLAY {CD Sand> SiMI
Moisi Brown

•d

10

12

12

VERY SOFT
SOFT
MEDIUM STIFF
STIFF
VERY STIFF
HARD

UNDISTURBED SPLIT
BARREL OR CALIFORNIA
TYPE SAMPLER

120
'12
|

DISTURBED OR BAG SAMPLE

LL
PI
W
DD
NP
•200
UC
O
C

-PRACTICAL RIG REFUSAL

V

A

ClAY

\

FILL
MAN MADE

• © *\ GRAVEL

• o

o o o| CLEAN

o o OR SANDY

SILT
2J&

SAND

A

v\

SAND
CLAYEY

SANO
SILTY

D

V

A

CLAYSTONE
WEATHERED

GRAVEL
SILTY
SANDY

CLAYSTONE
SILTSTONE
SANOSTONE

BOULDERS
COBBLES

BLOWS/FOOT
BLOWS / FOOT
BLOWS/FOOT
BLOWS/FOOT
15 TO 30
BLOWS / FOOT
MORE THAN 30 BLOWS / FOOT

LIOUID LIMIT (%)
PLASTIC INDEX
NATURAL MOISTURE CONTENT {%)
DRY DENSITY (PCF)
NONPLASTIC
PERCENT PASSING NO 200 SIEVE
UNCONFINED COMPRESSION STRENGTH (PSF)
FRICTION ANGLE (DEGREES)
COHESION (PSF)

NOTES:
S1LTSTONE
WEATHERED

SANDSTONE
WEATHERED

MERATE

a

"7
VJL

GRAVEL
CLAYEY
SANDY

ess CONGLO

LESS THAN
2 TO
4
4 TO
8
B TO 15

ABBREVIATIONS

BOTTOM OF HOLE

TOPSOIL
ORGANIC
SOILS

BLOWS/FOOT
BLOWS/FOOT
BLOWS / FOOT
BLOWS/FOOT
BLOWS / FOOT

CONSISTENCY (CLAY)
UNDISTURBED SHELBY TUBE
SAMPLE

P5

SAMPLE NOT RECOVERED

LESS THAN 4
4 TO 10
10 TO 30
30 TO 50
MORE THAN 50

1. The soils have been classified in accordance
with the Unified Soil Classification System.
2.

The test holes were drilled on February 10
and March 12, 1992, with a truck-mounted,
6-inch continuous flight power auger.

3.

Free water was not observed in the test holes
at the time of drilling.

GRANITE
SCHIST
GNEISS
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APPENDIX B
LABORATORY TESTING PROCEDURES, SWELL-CONSOUDATION TEST RESULTS,
GRADATION TEST RESULTS, COMPACTION TEST RESULTS, SUMMARY OF
LABORATORY TEST RESULTS, CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO TEST RESULTS

Figures B-l through B-6 ,'

Swell-Consolidation Test Results

Figures B-7. and B-8

Gradation Test Results

« . ••

Figure B-9

Compaction Test Results '..

Table B : I . . /". . v . . . . .

Summary of Laboratory Test Results

/Table B-n -;;.".V •'•

California Bearing Ratio Test Results •

LABORATORY TESTING PROCEDURES

The soil samples obtained from the test holes were identified in the laboratory to confirm
field classification. Laboratory tests conducted included gradation analysis, swell-consolidation,
natural moisture contents, Proctor compaction, California Bearing Ratio and natural dry densities.
All tests were conducted in accordance with ASTM standards.
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TABLE B-H
CAUFORNIA BEARING RATIO (C.B.R.) TEST RESULTS
as—ass

I

J

Sample Location
and Depth

TH6@l'-5'

Modified Proctor
Maximum Dry
Density (pcf)
126.5

Moisture Content
(«)
Initial

Final

10.1

13.2

=s=aaasr==i

Compaction
(Percent)

C.B.R.
(Percent)

U.S.C.S.
Symbol

92.7

14.5
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EXHIBIT "C"

RNEST MONEY SALES AGREEME
and "

Yas(X)

^ No(0)

EARNEST MONEYRECEIPT
DATS;

10 undersigned Bnya/.

An-HI

*? |

^Q?

Woodside Homes Corporation, a Utah Corporation

ARNEST MONEY, the amount of

FT P R Hnnrirftrl a n d no?1Q0'-

- -

:

Ptofm, ? f -i
r-n
COIDOT^fr rhfi^k t o J i P - i t e p n g i t i g r i
h Shall bfi deposited in accar&noTwiih applicable Stoats Law.

e4s4rXteJBpp 1 hy.
arage

mnp Hnm^npR
\ J ~ - 2<J'??//

Received'by.

Phone Number

.

/

nf

_ hereby deposits with Brok*

offer
T^T*—

y/
-2££
3,Bt3rad]iy. Simons, Vice President"

OFFER TO PUR6HA;8E

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION The above staled EARNEST MONEY Is^ivcr/to aecdfe and apply on the purchase of the^property situated at
? F v M h U "ft"
_ in the City of
IHnrlnn I /
^ County of
Utah
act to any restrictive covenants, zoning regulation*, ullltty orothef aaflemanls or rights of way, government patents or state deeds of record approved by Buj
irdanoe with Section G, Said property Is owned byTrvrp.' n f Pr** . ftngfrnpj 1 H5 - n h n r n h
&B\\Bt&i a n d Is more particularly daac
^ p p r o x i i a a r r O y "3.5 APTPC? i q ' f h i n t h g p r n n n g n r i Pnnnrsinifl Pm'nrra P f r a s n # 1
•iECK APPLICABLE BOXES:
^UMWRROVED BSAL PROPERTY
O^acant Lot
J% Vacant Acreage CPOthar
^
§
3 IMPROVED REAL PROPERTY
.01 Commercial
D Residential
D Condo
• Other
'
(a) Included Items, Unless excluded below, this sale ehafl include allfixturesand any of the Items shown* In Section A If presently attached lo the pro|
The following personal properly shall also ba Indudad in this sale and conveyed undar separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to Tiller
_

_.

Wane—

,

1

(bj Excluded items, The following Items are specifically excluded from this sato:

N*ww *

mmmm^^m-m„-—-----~--m------mmmm^m

—

,

,

, _

(c) CONNECTIONS! UTILITIES AND OTHER RIGHTS, Seller represents ihit the property includes Ihe following improvements in the purchase
Ovuall ( ©connected
Obther
pQ electricity
CPconnaeled
JJ public sewer ©connected
£ \ frrigation waier / secondary system
jfieplie lank <Q connected
iJOt Ingress & egress by private easement
# Of Shares
• • : Company
5 olrter sanitary system.
/•{S^dodlcatod road <Q paved
pj^oi^j
D public water • (^connected
' 2 1 curb and gutter j0-**\ ^
jp
O T V antenna % D master antenna O prewired
3 private water £ ? connected
D other rights
!—d
_
^ natural gas ' CPcannactad
'
J^prior lo closing, jRJl shall nol ba furni
(d) Survey, A certified survoy Q) shall be furnished al the expense of
JJLUL
(e) Buyer inspection. Buyor has made a visual Inspection of the property and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 beiow, accepts It in Its present ph
condition, except:
— «•.—,
| /

•\

•PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING, The tolal purchase pries lor the jtfopefty h*

? ( v b y ^ i y « T^nt te^nr).

DpUw^^^5J3DQ.OCL
snn nn
\rihn nn

w)

which shall be paid as fc

which represents the aforedescrlbad EARNEST MONEY DEPpS!^'
representing the approximate balance of OASH DOWfi PAYMENT Ht closing..
representing the approximate balance of an existing rnohgaga, trust deed note, real astate contract or othar encumbrance to b& asaumed by 1
a
which obllgaiion bears interest a*
<< per annum with monthly paymants of $ __' t ..
—
Which Include;
D principal;
• interest;
• taxes; D insurance;
O condo laas; P other _
.
repfesanling the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust dead note, real estate contract or other encumbrances

'«..

<L.«5nn.nn
0

€5,DOQ,O0J

assumed by Buyer, which obligation bears Interest at
% per annum with monthly payments of $m
which Include; . D principal;
D Interest!
D taxes; • inaurance;
Q condo fo'osj D othar
reprosanllng balance, if any* including proceeds from a new mortgage loan, or Salter financing, to be paid a s toltotfsi
Jg,5QP.QCLp*r
Tnh t'n hp na'M nrinv Yc\ h f » g I n n i n g hnrrw? • r n n s f n ^ H ' i l h
e

—

Fteilnn/*/*—iigt deed and note beannn s:era—CCKLJntRr^g
tnj?. - ssnijred by a 1st 'tru
oTh^Pavment on Decembpf 31 > .1992. RMVPT fn ffiR\rf»n jminrnvnmi?nt.g. wj-hhnirLiJsijaQ^
•a degslopmsnt loan pifi the subject propsrby,
TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE
t

M

[in w*ilcXyiase
w^lcX/a Section F shall also ai
Buyer is required to assume an underlying obfrgailon (in
Is
offer
}&
maris
subJeql/h/BOyef
qualifyingiar
iarand-iery
and-ienpTing Instltuj
iscumo and/or procure same anj^^ls
is maris subjeq}/y ^Uyer quajlfyine
days
sfter
SelleZ/eobeptanc/af
this
Agraameru
to assui
nake aoQllcallon wllhin J^'

outside llnanclng, Buyar ngroos to use best
'nUng said assumption and/or financing. Buyof]
l^rtTmg-i/BIigation and/or obtain tha new finwrn
J - . « «nnr dollar's Bccel

Uritf" lu" o i u i u U J • L.U * "

)

J

3, CONDPTIPNUND CONVEYANCE OF TITLE. N represents that Seller£| holds till* to the property
N slmp\e © I s purchasing the property vmdar *
Urteeohtraol. Transferor Sailer's ownership intere**. ...-fell be made as sat forth In Section fi. Seller agrees VoV.,rf&h good and marketable liUe to the property, ,J*
ancumbrartcUfi wi exceptions noled herein, evidenced byji^a currant policy oi tlllB"Tnsuranoe In the amount of purchase prtaaCQn abstract o( UUe brought Cl)
h em-ahomoy^ opinion (Sea SaoUon H>

*v

.

%

4, INSPECTION OF TITLE, in accordance with Sactfan GT Buyer shall have the opportunHy to Inaped the 1111B to the subject property prior to closing, Buyer aha}} vhL
bject to any eaiettog rafllrictrve covenanter including condominium restrictions (CD & Rla). Buyet; Q has u h a s not reviewed any condamimum CG &' R'a priorfaaignlng \hh A^J* I
6, YESTWS OF TITLE.TUie ahall veal In Buyer as follows:
WoprisidC HDBCC'CQrpQgafeJDn, Q U t a h C Q I p O r a t i u n
- ^
6, SELLERS WARRANTIES, In addition to warranties contalnad In Section C, the tallowing Itarms aro also warranted: „ J

_

None •

_j

^captions lo the above and Section C ahall be iiraltad to the fallowing!

'

£,

'tki)g>v>vJL

__^

^ ^

•

.1.

_^^

7; SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES, This offer fa made subject to the following special conditions and/or contingencies which rnuat be

riorioclosing:
Approval nf WnrrMrip Unrips; Rnaxd~of Directors within ID days of racsA\4fig
1 accented offer hack from SftHftr. Closing fn HB nn nr hnfrrrp Ar^Hi ^
IPQ9
-

fiat|

—^

n j f r r ; f r n prnvlrte a rainy n f hhw s r n l g Trgpnrf p T w t n r n c l y nnmnla-f^H nn + K P rmnj*r»t
^
i U a r t p ^llnW htfVPT t n s h i h MnhpTj g ^ W T j gprnnrfaTy hiahar +;n rhr* n r n p n r l - y t-vrin^ f*rp f s ] n H n ^
a a
B, CLOSING OF SALE- Trite Agreement shall be closed on or before S e p AbOVC
-•19
* reasonable location to be designs
lelier, subject to Section Q. Upon demand, Buyer shall deposit with the escrow closing office all documents necessary to complete ihe purchase In ancordanci
lis Agreement. Prorations sal forth in Section R shall be made as of D date of pos&eaaionfEQ, date of closing CI other
g. POSSESSION. Sailer shall deliver possession to Buyer «n S z o ^ l A ^ ^ . j - g .
unba^^yendfld by written agreement of parties,
10. AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At lha
Iha stoning
signing t6,1 this Agreement lhe listing agent
repraBehtt ( ) Seller ( )
md the selling aganl
CLjiLiZCL
represents ( ) Seller ( ) Huyer. Buyer and Sailor confirm thai prior to signing this Agrt
written disclosure of iha agency ralaUonship(s) was provided to him/her. { ) ( ) Buyer's initiate ( ) (
) Seller's Initiate.
I t . GENERAL PROVISIONS, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ABOVE, THE GENEflAL PROVISION SECTIONS OH THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF HAVE
rtoCEFTED BV THE BUYER AND SELLER AND ARE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY REFERENCE.
12. AGREEMENT TO 'PURCHAggJiNa TIME U W T FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the properly on the above terms and conditions* Sell

u

have "nut \P>JffJrJ(Ah^^
M'S^ PfMONEY Irffoj^Buyer. / ^ { O ^
^

vfB 9 Z .

T

to accept Jhb offer, Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and lhe Agent shall return the EA

^
.

(Address)

"

'

(Phono)

(SSN/

(Phone)

(SSNi

adley^ Simons, Vice President Woorisids Homes Corporation •
pufartr Signa(ure)

(Date)

(Address)

"CHECK ONE
D ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer on the larms and conditions specified above.
• REJECTION. Bflilsr horaby REJECTS the foregoing offer,,
^SelleHa intliala)
IS COUNTER OFFER. Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing oHar SUBJECT TO the excaptlons or modifications &s apacffiad below or In .the attached Add em
presents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyers acceptance. Buyer shall have until ^/f&49
(AXA/tfCT ^ ^ r / / ^
. i Q f ^ , ^ accept t
t
specified beiow.
^
^' r
^^

(Salier'a Signikura)
('Seller^ Signature)

^

(Dafa)

^^

patB)

(Time)

(Address)

(Phone)

(5S

(Time)

(Addreaa)

(Phona)

(SS

CHECK ONE:
• ACCEPTANCE OF COUNTER OFFBH. Buyaf herehy ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER
0 REJECTION, Buyor hereby REJECTS the COUNTER OFFER,

(Buyer's Initials)

0 COUNTER OFFER, Buyer hereby ACCEPTS Iha COUNTER OFFER with modifications on attached Addendum,
(Buyer's Stgnalure)

(DateJ

(Time)

'

(Buyer's Signature)

..

(Data)

(T)rne)

DOCUMENT RECEIPT ,
State Law r&qulras Broker to furnish Buyer and Sellar with copies of this Agreament bearing all signatures, (One of the foilowinn altemafrvee must iherefore be
A, D ( aoknowladge raosipt of a final copy of lhe foregoing Agreement baaring all signatures:
&,

QNATUR6 Of* SELLER

•

SIGNATURE OF BUY5R
DS

»

l"

1 •

HAH5-97 THU 03:28 Pil

I

• • • - ' •

•

I '""CHURCaw
•
JESUS CHRIST
°(LATTER-DAY
SAINTS •

DaTc
property Number
Properly Address

_____

-

m m

'
P. 02

Addendum to Earnest Money Agreement to Sell
^
^

S

*S a ^c®sl% binding document.
n o t un firsfc00 s6e
^
^ & competent advice.

April 14, 1J?92
*
51M072
25tJ
N 9-50 East, Lindon, Utah' M06*2

PURCHASER
WoodsJde Home* Corporation
.c/o J, Drodteyflimorts^YJce President
127 South S00 Ems!, #£50.
Sail Uko CUy, UlaK *41Q2
Phone # f801)-S7S-ajW0
Fed ID/5S # 37-<B257_U

Tij
SELLER
Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of tfxU-er-day Saint*,
& Utah corporation sole

I
PftOPHRTY DESCRIPTION. The earnest money agreement dttcd April 5,1902, and between Woodsida Homes Cnrpoprfion, as Purchaser,
Corporation of ihe .Presiding; Bishop of The Church pf Jesus Christ of Laztewtay Saints, a Utah corporation sale, as Seller, for the purchase of the prop
situated in Ihc dry of linden, county or Utah, state of Utah, lenown as (address); ISO X $& East, Linden, Utah B4062, and described either on "Bchibl
attached hereto hereto, or as- sat forth below is modified and amended as 'follows:
•
•
2JE acres murc-ox'-Iessr vacant ground, Legal description io he Attached. Set Attach ea plaL
Property Tux Number 14-074-0022
IL

CONVEYANCE. The property shall be conveyed by special or limited vrarranty deed to purchaser wtth title vested as follows:
To he determined at closing..

Til,
APPROPRIATION COMMITTEE APPROVAL. The terras and conditions of the anticipated sale as set/forth In the earnest money agreement
this addendum require" approval wHhln a reasonable time by the Seller's Appropriation Cornmiltce.
IV.
DQCUMHNT APPROVAL All documents must be prepared or reviewed by and receive the approval ot rhc Sellers Office oF General Counsel, Sli
receipt of such approval delay the scheduled closing date, upon Seller's request Purchaser wfll grant Seller art additional30 days' time in which to close this
and deliver'possession of the propcrry.
V.
CLOSING t>ATH The closing date shall be on or before the 15 day oT May, 1M2, and Setter shall grant possession of the property lo Purchase
or before the I day of May, 1392.
VI.

WATHR RIGHTS. Seller shall retain alt -waterrightswhether or not appurtenant unless specifically noted otherwise in this addendum.

VIL
KNHR.GY TOOHTS. Seller shall retain all oil, gas, mineral, geothcrmal, and other energyrights.If the property consists ofln execs* of five (5) l
Seller shall also,'reserve-the right of .ingress and egress for exploration and production of the oil, gas, mineral, gcothcrmal, and other energy rights.
VJIL DEED RPirrRICnONS. If Seller retains ownership of immediately adjoining property or If a chapel constructed by Seller is located upon the pro|
Seller shall Impose restrictions with arightof re-entry in the depd to Purchaser providing thac no Alcoholic beverages or Inroxicateti liquor shall be manning
kept for sale, nor said on the property nor shall a place of public entertainment or amusement be operated on the property.
IX.
CREDIT SALE If theprapcrry is? being sold on credit, Purchaser shall provide, pay for, and maintain a fire insurance policy providing at luasl I
Farm coverage in the amount of no! less than 50% of the insurable value of the improvement* included in the above described propcrry. Sellers hucrcsu
be protected by use. af the standard mortgagee -clause used in the area wherein the property is located. The mortgagee shall be identified ns:

:

Corporation- af ihe Presiding Bifihop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
a Utah corporation sale
Finance and "Records Department
. . . . . .
Property Ho* 51&2K3 •«
.
<
50 East Noah Temple Street'
Satt'UkcCJcy, UTM1S0

(

•

A( closing, Purchaser shall deliver a binder of insurance, effective far not less than £0 days, and showing Sellers mortgagee interest, V rior to ihc oxpirw
the dO-dav binder, purchnser shall furnish to teller a certified copy of the insurance policy f M In compliance viih this section. Such policy shall be itij
a company or companies, and on a form or forms, acceptable to Seller. The jerm insurable value as used above, shall mean the replacement cosl|
improvement* jess depreciation, and further reduced by such value*.as are normally excluded in fire insurance policies issued ."m the area in which ln°
described property is located. The insurable value shall be subject to the approval of Seller•

1

raperty Number,
itjpcrry Address

THfiTj

April UliHSii
,
S1MCTO
ISO H 250 East, Undon, Utah '84062

*

RESELL OR TBAN5FEK Purchaser agrees that it will not resell or transfer the property without Seller's' written consent, which may be withheld,
the panics agree that any approved cafe or transfer will be subject to an assumption fee imposed by Seller as a condition Tor approving such transfer or
ale Purchaser agrees: to sign Seller1* sfa&dntd non-assumption agreement and to be bound thcrebyi

tnd

XL
TATE PAYMBNTS. If the sale anticipated by the earnest money agreement Invohro periodic payment, a late- payment charge of 5% of each payment
shall be paid by Purchaser to Seller for each payment received by Seller more than ten (10) days after the due date fear siicti
flnyrhent.
. #
XIJA.
B,

CRgDFT R^STC A credit sale' is Subject to SeiierJs approval of purehascr-as a csedit rfric
Purchaser agrees -to submit a financial statement with this signed addendum.
Seller, at its option, may obtain a credit repast on Purchaser from a credit ler^riihg agency.

XIII.

ADDITIONAL PROVTSIOftS:

#

Purchase price to b* $8(1,00,00 all eash at closing

XIV, ATTORNEY*.? V&JES, If either parry employ an attorney to enforce the earnest money agreement with this addead'um, the party in default, shall py
the prevailing party the seasonable expenses of the prevailing party, including but not limited, to attorney's fees reasonably incurred, whether occasioned by
litigation or nou
t
XV,
ENTIRB iGRHHMEhTr. The terms of this addendum and the agrecment-to which ir Is attached constitute the entire contract between the panics,
and any modifications of this entire agreement must be in writing and signed by both parties, If there axe any conflicts between the agreement provisions ami
the addendum provisions, or the application of cither, the terms and conditions asset forth in the addendum) and the application of those addendum '--mi!
and conditions, shall prevail and govern Ihe entire agreement between the parties.

SELLER
Church Keal Estate Representative

Date

'i'lNIL AJr^ftfelVAL (as per tetiott i l l )
Corporation of the presiding Bishop af
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, s Utah corporation sole,
l*urchapcr Signature

Authorized Agent's Signature

Date

>

I acknowledge receipt of the final copy of the foregoing agreement bearing all signarures.
SELLKJt ,
Church Real Estate Representative.

Date

*^rs <5 ^

-4$?.

m 3 f 7 5 7 BX 2 9 7 S F5 <4-<73
KM fr BEI0 WW CO itgCOfiAQt BY AC
19*3 MS A itzpg AH FEE 5-50
RECQRBE& FOR teCftlTY TITLE AND ABSTi
Property #5i5t.^2-Sl/e2-50292

CORPORATION OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS, a Uteh corporation sole, GRANTOR, of Salt Lake City,
County of Salt Lake, State of Utah, hereby conveys and warrants against all claiming by, through
or under it, and against acts of itself, to WOODSIDE HOMES CORPORATION, a Utah
corporation, GRANTEE, of 127 South 500 East, #600, Salt Luke City, County of Salt Lake, Stale
ft

of Utah, for the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars ($10.00) and other, good and valuable
consideration! the following parcel of land, situate in the County of Utah, State of Utah, and more
particularly described as follows: •
Beginning at * point which is North 15L51 feet and East 1,065,60 ieet from ihe
West 1/4 comer of Section 25, Township 5 South, Range 2 East, Salt Lake Base and ,
Meridian; thence along the arc of a 339.027 foot radius curve to the left 131.135
fcet, the chord of which bears South 66# W 24« West 13(U 19 feet; thence Srtuth 55*
01f 33" West 318.99 feet; thence along the arc or a 15*00 foot radius curve to the
right 23.562 feet, the chord or which bears North 791 5iP 27" West 21213 feet?
thence North 34' £8* 27* West 136.10 feet; thence along the arc of a 2I«fi.Bd5 foot
radius curve to the right 130342 feet, the chord of which bears North 17fl 411 32*
West 12S.37S feet; thence North 0124137H West 66*50 feet; thence North 5S* 81* 33"
East 530*00 feetj thence South JB# 48' 44" East 38U8 feet to the point dfbegittrting.
Basis or Bearing: Section linefromWest 1/4 corner to Northwest corner of said
Section 35 being North 0* 24' 37" West.

*

The Grantor specifically reserves and excepts unto itself all minerals, crial, carbons,
hydrocarbons, oil, gas, chemical elements and compounds whether in solid, liquid,
or gaseousfarm,and all steam and other forms of thermal energy on, in, or under
the above-described land provided that Grantor does nat reserve the xjghi to use
the subject property or eictract minerals or other substances from the subject
property above a d[epth of 50(1 feet, nor does Grantor reserve the right to use the
surface of the subject property In connection with'the rights reserved herein.
Subject to easements, rights,righia-ofaray,reservations, conditions, restrictions,
covenants and taxes and assessments of record or enforceable ik law or equity.
Together with and subject to an access and utility right-of-way, 50 feet wide, US Teet
>UI

-.1-2-

ENT3'5,7S7-

BK 2 7 7 3 PG 4 - ? 4

Ltotfon HHIB Plait *£* ps rejcnrded k ffte t%h CSqurijty ££ntfrferi|U|i|& Jfttye
•mt&*fang>m in&H. viMlm\i4i&:mk£':fo

my$m<iem-$&&•&•«at&»*i$$£ife$

the

#e*fP3i

;;;".;:: „;;.7;,."'"_;
1

2^42 feet te %itfterae#fon with a p t g p g e t ^ t ^ Jjlggte S&irth,^ f O * fjajsi
1.4£.#13 r«Ub thettte^eftitm w1fh> p ^ o j M - i i i ^ ^ i i r e ^ ^ . | ¥ » | - i t t . * f t e
SoiIth*«it .corner of the; 4-acre chapel «Ue; thenGcNort^^^DJ' iij'' .last JMqftWl
to and 25 feet perpendicular $caitliejtster|y &gAt the Soutib $i$gj&jb' line flf the
cj«piJ(il|[t(e $$&M- Feet to, a point which Is North. 7&24 fefirani f&r £^?H<fa& -Mien
the West Quarter Gorner of salfi section.
Ba$ls of Bearing: Section Line from VftBt Quarter Corner to Northwest Corner of
said Section 35 being. Northfl'24' 27" West. State Plan Coordinates or the West
Quarter Comer as established by Utah County Surveyor are Kort'h = ISlfiti&M
• East « L945,47B.8B
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Grantor has hereto subscribed its name and
affixed Its corporate seal, by its authorized agent, this t9lh day of June, 1992.

',
X.-.v

".'V'".,
•*. v \

|f

fJ?

m " 9: 5 :

*•—

•»_

,-
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CORPORATION OP THE-..PRESIDING
BISHOP OF THE CHURCH Of JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS, a Uitfh
orpnratipn sate

•

STATE OF UTAH'
)
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
On this 19th day of June, 1992, personally appeared before me Rfcha*d* C« $8gJ§ypersonally knawn to me to be the authorized ageat for the Corporation a! the PrqsrjcSnJ Bishop of
The Church af JeSus Christ Of Latter-day Saints, who acknowledged W me that fee signed Che
foregoing instrument as authorized agent for the Corporation of the P-residtog' Bishop of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Utah corporation sole, and that the seal impressed
on the within instrument is the seal of said corporation, and the said Rldhard C. Ed'gTey
acknowledged to me 'that the said corporation exam-ted the same.
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Notary PyfeUc in and fbt the
StftteofUtah ,
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
UTAH-COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ALIS. YAZD and PARVIN YOUSEFI,
Plaintiffs,
RULING
vs.
WOODSIDE HOMES CORPORATION,
and JOHN DOES 1-10,.

Case No. 020402197
Judge Gary D. Stoti

Defendants.
This matter comes before the court on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment On
May 28,2002, Plaintiffs submitted their Complaint alleging four causes of action. On August 14,
2002, this Court dismissed all claims of breacn of warranty and compelled arbitration. The claim
*i
•

.
•

>•
j

*

-

,

of mutual mistake was likewise arbitrated. Therefore, Defendant's Motion for Summary
•

•

•

Judgment addresses only the remaining claims offraudulentnon-disdosixre^d.frau^id?^: •
concealment.
On September 29,2003, a hearing was held to consider the issues raised by Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment, Prior to the hearing, both parties submitted various memoranda
of points and authorities in further support of their positions. The Court has considered the
memorandafiledby the parties, the testimony provided at the hearing, the relevant case law and
statutory provisions, and being fully advised in the matter, issues the following ruling.
BACKGROUND
1.

Woodside Homes Corporation ("Woodside") owned land that became known as the
Panorama Point Subdivision ("Subdivision") located in Lindon, Utah.

2.

In preparation for the construction of the Subdivision, Woodside hired the geotechnical

f
"

engineering firm currently known as Amec Earth & Environmental ("Amec") to conduct
an investigation of the soils in the subdivision and prepare a report.
Amec's Report indicated that the upper one and one-half to .two and one-half feet of soil
were moisture sensitive and collapsible and recommended the removal of this soil.
On or about March 11,1995, Plaintiffs' entered into a purchase agreement with Woodside
for the construction of a house on lot 304 of the Subdivision.
Between six to eight feet of soil was removed from lot 304' during the construction of
Plaintiffs' house.
William Gordon, an engineer at Amec, visited lot 304 during the construction of Plaintiffs' •
house to inspect the soil removal. Mr, Gordon determined that the underlying soils would
support the house and made recommendations concerning the placement and compaction
of structural fill.
Woodside understood that the soil excavation on lot-304"had removed all collapsible soils.
Woodside followed the recommendations of Mr. Gordon before laying the foundation of
Plaintiffs' house,
The Plaintiffs experienced cracking in the foundation of the house and settling of the
structure.

'

Soil reports were also performed on land adjacent to the Plaintiffs' lot, including a report
conducted by Delta Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. This i&poit was conducted on land
originally owned by the LDS Church, which was later sold to Woodside.
The LDS Church had planned to construct a large single structure that was different from
the single family homes being constructed by Woodside.
The Delta report indicated the presence of six to sixteen feet of loose to medium density
silty sand.
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13.

• The Delta report did not include*'an analysis of lot 304, the lot purchased by Plaintiffs.

14.

Woodside was not in possession of the Deltareport until after the construction and sale of
Plaintiffs' house.
RULING
According to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 56(c), summaiy judgment "shall be rendered

if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the •
affidavits, if any, show that there is no .genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.". After reviewing the pleadings and listerdng to
oral arguments, the Court concludes that no genuine issues of material fact exist.
The only issue in dispute is what knowledge Woodside had regarding collapsible soils on
Plaintiffs' lot. The facts demonstrate that (1) prior to construction, Woodside was aware of the
existence of collapsible soils on Plaintiffs' lot to a depth of two and one-half feet; (2) between six
andeight feet of soil was removed during the excavation for Plaintiffs' house; (3) after inspecting
the excavation, a soils engineer indicated to Woodside that the underlying soils would support the
Plaintiffs'house; (4) Woodside followed the-recommenda&oiis of the soils engine^^
foundation of Plaintiffs' house; and (5).during construction and after tSe completion of Plaintiffs'
house, Woodside understood that all'of the collapsible soils had been removed from Plaintiffs' lot.
Plaintiffs have not demonstrated that Woodside had any knowledge of remaining collapsible soils
on Plaintiffs' lot Therefore, Plaintiffs failed to raise any issue of material fact that would preclude
entry of summaiy judgment in favor of Woodside.
3h deciding whether Defendant, Woodside, is entitled to judgment as a matter of law, the
Court considers two arguments brought by the Plaintiffs: (1) whether Woodside's conduct
constitutedfraudulentnon-disclosure, and (2) whether Woodside's conduct constituted .fraudulent
concealment.
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I Fraudulent Non-disclosure
IB order "to support a claim of fraudulent non-disclosure a plaintiff must prove the
following three elements: (1) the non-disclosed information is material, (2) the non-disclosed
information is known to the party failing to disclose, and (3) there is a legal duty to
mmmumcate" Mitchell v. Christensen, 31 P.3d 572, 574 (Utah 2001).
It is clear that the continued presence of collapsible soils would be material information.
Therefore, to decide whether "Woodside actedfraudulently,it must be determined if any nondisclosed information was known to them and whether they had a legal duty to communicate such
information to the Plaintiffs. Given the undisputed facts, this Courtfindsthat Plaintiffs9
fraudulent non-disclosure claim against Woodside fails because there were no facts presented to
show that Woodside knew of remaining collapsible soils on lot 304. In fact, the soil engineer, Mr.
Gordon, indicated to Woodside that lot 304 was suitable for construction. Because Plaintiffs
cannot establish that Woodside had knowledge of any such information, it necessarily-follows that
there can be no duty to disclose the information to the Plai.nti.ffe.
EL Fraudulent Concealment
Similarly, "[fraudulent concealment requires that one with a legal duty or obligation to
communicate certain facts remain silent or otherwise act to conceal material facts known to him."
McDougalv.Weed. 945 P.2d 175, 179 (Utah App. 1997).
There are no facts to indicate that Woodside remained silent or acted to conceal material
facts known to them. In fact, Woodside had no ^knowledge of the possibility of remaining
collapsible soils on Hie Plaintiffs' lot. Therefore, because material facts were not known to them,
Woodside had no duty or obligation to communicate any such information and Plaintiffs' claim of
fraudulent concealment fails.
This Court concludes that no genuine issues of material fact exist and that Defendant is
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entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
Defendant's counsel is to prepare an order consistent with this ruling within twenty (20)
days of the date of this ruling and submit it for the Court's signature.

DATED this (0

day of October, 2003.
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